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California Rodeo Salinas
Taylor Farms Pedestrian Bridge
2021

Project type
Location
Team

Pedestrian footbridge
Salinas Sports Complex, Salinas,
California
Southern Bleacher Co.

As the California Rodeo has grown, organisers at the Salinas Sports Complex have struggled with
accommodating larger groups of people at the event, now the largest professional rodeo in the state.
Existing seating for the annual California Rodeo Salinas is located on all sides of the arena with the largest
group in the West Grandstand – this new pedestrian bridge connects the West and South Grandstands,
allowing attendees to cross over the track easily. The arched pedestrian bridge stretches to 25ft (7.6m) tall and
spans 224ft (68m) across the south end of the track that surrounds the rodeo arena and provides much
improved convenience and safety for both fans and track activities.
The prefabricated, modular nature of SPS bridge deck panels means they are easily set in place with a standard
crane, and save time and money. SPS Technology has successfully completed a growing number of pedestrian
footbridges, including Colman Docks in Seattle.
Built by SPS Technology network partner, Southern Bleacher, the bridge incorporates SPS panels in its bridge
deck. Adaptable to many finishes, the SPS deck is covered in timber, in keeping with other parts of the complex.
The bridge opened for the 111th celebration of the California Rodeo Salinas in 2021.
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Climate Pledge Arena
2021

Project type
Location
Team

SPS Panels in multi-purpose arena
Seattle, Washington, US
Oak View Group (OVG), Populous, ICON,
Thornton Tomasetti, MA Mortensen,
LeJeune Steel

Climate Pledge Arena in Seattle is intent on
being the most progressive, responsible and
sustainable arena in the world today. It aims to
be the first net zero carbon arena globally.
The iconic roof of the Seattle Center Coliseum,
originally built for the 1962 Seattle World’s Fair,
was retained by Oak View Group (OVG).
Recycling the roof meant the arena
construction consumed less embodied carbon
compared to most other new arena
construction projects whilst also reducing
landfill waste.
The Climate Pledge Arena is able to
accommodate up to 18,100 fans across a
diverse set of activities and is home to both the
Seattle Kraken ice hockey team and the Seattle
Storm basketball team. The multi-purpose
indoor arena is unique in being able to house
hockey as well as other sports and concerts.
With any arena renovation project unique challenges
arise, necessitating a unique solution. SPS Technology
collaborated with the design team through BIM
modelling and provided 170 pieces of Sandwich Plate
System structural composite panels for a 273ft. [83m]
bridge that runs the length of the roof. In total,
7,646sq.ft [710m²] of SPS was used . The bridge needed
to be light enough not to place extra stress on the
historic roof. In addition, four staircases were
accommodated. As a fully recyclable and sustainable
product, SPS helps to further OVG's vision of an
environmentally progressive building.

Climate Pledge Arena is maintaining its rightful
place alongside other iconic Seattle landmarks,
like other SPS Technology refurbishment
projects: The Space Needle and Colman Docks
Footbridge. OVG envisages the building being
added to the National Register of Historic
Places.
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Abilene Christian University
Moody Coliseum
2020

Project type
Location
Team

Multi-purpose indoor arena renovation
Abilene, Texas, US
HOK, Richard Barrios Consulting Engineer
Inc., Hoar Construction, Freedom
Enterprise Inc., Walter P Moore, Irwin
Seating, Standard Iron & Wire Works Inc.

Summary
Originally built in 1968, Moody
Coliseum is a multi-purpose
indoor arena with a current
capacity of 4,600 seats.
It is home to the ACU Wildcats
men’s and women’s basketball
and volleyball teams, as well as
functioning for other special
events, including graduations,
chapel services and concerts.

Details
Prefabricated SPS arena deck system was chosen
to re-profile the existing concrete, transforming
the facility and saving considerable time and
money. The regeneration project will result in
upgraded sight lines and an improved 21st
century spectator experience.
With factory prefabrication, SPS is greatly
improving the ease and speed of the on-site
installation of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

parapet walls
seats
balustrades and railings
aisle steps
vomitory walls
ADA/VIP/media platforms

Planning began for a renovation of the Coliseum in 2019. SPS was
selected to be part of the Design Build Team during 2020 and
construction is underway (as of September 2021).
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San Jose State University
Aquatics Center
2019

Project type
Location
Team

Outdoor swimming seating
San Jose, California, USA
Gensler, BKF Engineers, Rutherford +
Chekene, Hunt Construction, Southern
Bleacher Company Inc

SPS Technology’s Stadiums + Arenas decking
system was chosen for the outdoor swimming
seating at the open-lap pool of San Jose State
University’s Aquatic Center, part of the larger
Spartan Recreation and Aquatic Center.
Designed for both student-athletes and spectators
alike, the SPS decking system puts safety first with
pre-applied wearing surfaces and nosings. The
961ft² [89m²] of SPS had an upgraded epoxy
midcoat applied due to the corrosive, chlorine-rich
environment next to the pool.
This 121,000ft² complex, designed by Gensler, is a
study in sustainability. In addition to the LEEDcertified Gold energy-efficient building, there is a
40,000ft² outdoor aquatics deck supporting two
50m pools: one for recreation and casual use and
another for full competition. The SPS outdoor
spectator seating is adjacent to the competition
pool.

The seating was delivered by SPS Technology
Network Partner, Southern Bleacher Company
Inc. with help from SPST engineer, Paul Casey,
who describes the project,

“Some cheery news for the end of the week –
San Jose State University Aquatics SPS
terraces have not only been delivered and
offloaded, but all successfully erected in place
on the stools, all on the same day!”
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University of Delaware
2019

Project Type Terraces (bleachers)
Newark, Delaware, US
Location
HOK, EDiS, FEI Corporation, Barton Malow
Team

SPS terrace (bleacher) units were used to re-profile the
existing stands of the University’s nearly 50 year old
stadium, using SPS’ innovative system of ‘overdecking’ the
existing precast concrete rakers with newly designed and
prefabricated modular bleacher stool sets.
The rapid erection cycle saw 60-80 bleachers installed in a
working day, at the rate of roughly 5-8 minutes per bleacher.
Included in the project were 3,625 seats including wheelchair
spaces, as well as prefabricated ADA platforms.
SPS bleachers and components were delivered in eighteen
40ft open top containers – 28 bleacher units per container
pre-stacked in building sequence. A long-reach high capacity
crane was used to lift the SPS bleacher units over the upper
bowl and installed from each side onto new steel beams.
E: stadiumsales@spstechnology.com
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Mississippi State University
2018

Project type
Location
Team

Renovation of softball venue and baseball field
Starkville, Mississippi, USA
Wier Boerner Allin, Populous, Structural
Engineering Associates LLC, Jesco Inc.,
Southern Bleacher

SPS bleacher seating units were used as part of the outdoor arena construction of Mississippi State University’s
renovation of both Nusz Park, MSU's softball venue and Dudy Noble Field, Polk Dement Stadium - MSU's legendary
baseball field.
Nusz Park
The project included the supply and installation of SPS bleachers and related products for the construction of Nusz
Park, the new 1,000 seat Mississippi State University Softball Stadium. Enhanced concessions and other spectator
amenities were newly located along the loggia under the softball stadium seats. Team amenities for the softball facility
are also located under the seating areas and are accessible directly from the dugouts.
Despite a greatly compressed design schedule, the SPS bleacher units, as well as vomitory walls and other SPS parts,
were manufactured and delivered to site early, allowing Southern Bleacher to erect and clear crane equipment well
before the winter deadline.

Dudy Noble Field, Polk-Dement Stadium
The seating capacity at Dudy Noble increased to accommodate the record-breaking crowds, including the NCAA
record for the largest single-game on-campus baseball attendance at 15,586.
The new grandstand, with its cantilevered SPS decking system, shields fans from the Mississippi summer sun while
sitting closer to the action. And this 'Carnegie Hall of College Baseball' has a 360degree view of the playing field,
cementing its reputation as one of the best venues in college baseball.
“What a compliment to be selected for a second MSU project. The performance of SPS in
the MSU softball stadium satisfied owner and fan expectations and was recommended
for the baseball facility. Yet again it was an honor to deliver a project with our friends at
Southern Bleacher Co."
Robert Maier, SPS Technology North America
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USTA Billie Jean King
National Tennis Center
Grandstand Stadium
2017

Project type
Location
Team

Grandstand redevelopment
Flushing Meadows, New York, US
ROSETTI, WSP Global (NY), AECOM

The 2016 US Open Tennis Championship marked the formal opening of the USTA’s new grandstand stadium
at Flushing Meadow’s USTA Billie Jean King National Tennis Center. In partnership with Walters Group, SPS
won the contract with AECOM Hunt to supply and install bleachers for the 5,800 seat grandstand. This was
the second SPS stadium project for USTA.
“The SPS stadia system is one of the most accurate stadia systems we have worked with.
· The design build process helped coordinate the accuracy of structural steel and eliminated unforeseen conditions.
· The engineers at SPS helped to coordinate and resolve complex expansion joint issues which were a huge
concern for our unstable site.
· The SPS system helped to complete a complex, 16 sided stadium in an extremely limited amount of time.
· As designers of sport venues, we especially appreciate the look of the finished system from below and above. The
finish on the system is beautiful.”
Douglas Woodward RA, LEED AP
Associate, Senior Designer,
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Tynecastle Park
2017

Project type
Location
Team

Grandstand expansion
Edinburgh, Scotland, UK
Heart of Midlothian Football Club, James Clydesdale,
Hardies Property and Construction, Cundall

After renovation using SPS structural composite terraces, Tynecastle Park football stadium’s capacity rose
from 17,400 seats to over 20,000, making it the sixth largest football stadium in Scotland after its 2017
redevelopment. The Park is home to Scottish Premiership Club, Heart of Midlothian who, with its
redevelopment partners James Clydesdale Architects, Hardies Property and Construction Consultants and
engineers, Cundal, specified the use of SPS terraces in this expansion project. SPS terraces were used in
the upper stand section – Rows 11-37. The SPS terraces accommodate 4,200 seats and were delivered to
site with pre-drilled hardware fixing holes for rapid seat and handrail installation, and anti-slip wearing
surface.

Access to the site was tight and so modular light-weight terraces that could be installed pitch-side using
small plant was a huge benefit. Their weight meant that the terraces could be lifted over the pre-existing
stand in sequenced bundles, straight from the delivery truck. total 2,050m2 of SPS terraces were specified
in the design.
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Liverpool Football Club Anfield
2016

Project Type
Location
Team

Terraces (bleachers) Mainstand expansion
Liverpool, UK
Carillion, KSS, Jacobs, Severfield

Liverpool Football Club’s main stand expansion project was successfully completed in time for the start of the Premier
League. 8,500 seats were added, taking the overall capacity to 54,000. Seven rows of SPS terraces (886m² – 1,500 seats) were
incorporated into the design, solving some load and height issues faced by the expansion projects. The seven rows came in
139 sections including six vomitory landings.
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San Jose EarthQuakes
Avaya Stadium
2015

Project type
Location
Team

New build stadium – bleachers and walls
San Jose, California, USA
360 Architecture (HOK), Magnusson
Klemencic Associates, Devcon Construction

The Major League Soccer team, San Jose EarthQuakes’ stadium (now known as PayPal Park) was a project built by the
Wolff Family, owners of the EarthQuakes, and MLB Oakland Athletics.
Built on a previous military production site the project encountered many ground issues with soft soil loading,
unmarked underground structures and the fact it was in a seismic zone. Engineers, MKA of Seattle and architects 360
(now HOK), worked through these problems and found the strength and weight savings of SPS proved to be the best
solution.
Built in 2013/14, the 18,000 seat facility boasts many new innovative design solutions and fan features including the
longest bar in MLS. Access and egress are fast and safe. The SPS stadium stands have weathered the test of time looking
‘new’ at every event, unlike those areas where concrete was selected for the corner gathering platforms.
David Kaval (former President, San Jose EarthQuakes) commented,
“We congratulate you and your team on the successful installation of your SPS terracing .... (and) thank the SPS team for all
the efforts to make the Avaya Stadium one of the best in North America”.
The project was awarded the Tekla Award in its BIM category in 2014 for the steel framing by Steel Systems
Engineering, Inc. The SPS terraces and vomitory walls were part of this coordinated effort, with all construction
information coming directly from the BIM model, helping to minimise the workload.
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Philippine Arena
2014

Project Type Terraces (bleachers) - new build cultural arena
Location
Manila, Philippines
Populous + HAEAHN, Buro Happold, HENC
Team

As of 2021, the Philippine Arena is currently the world’s
largest mixed-use indoor theatre according to the
Guinness Book of World Records.
SPS bleachers account for approximately 40,000 of the
55,000 seats. The use of SPS enabled the bleachers to
be installed after the roof had been completed. This
key benefit offered programme flexibility and cost
effectiveness that could not be achieved by any other
method or material available.
Lightweight, but sound deadened to feel like concrete,
SPS prefabricated arena bleachers can be delivered to
site and installed using small equipment, and do not
require any wet trades on site.
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National Gymnastics Arena Baku
2013

Project type
Location
Team

Grandstand arena seating
Baku, Azerbaijan
Pasha Insaat, Broadway Malyan,
Mott MacDonald, Mace, SinerjiPro

The National Gymnastics Arena, or Milli Gimnastika Arenası, in Baku, Azerbaijan was designed by
architects Broadway Malyan to have expansive space that is as adaptable as possible.
Primarily designed to accommodate rhythmic gymnastic competitions, the permanent seating saw the
installation of 3,319m² (35,725ft²) of SPS bleachers for this new build gymnastics arena, which can
accommodate anywhere from 5000 to 9000 spectators, depending on the event requirements.
The venue comprises the gymnastics arena, a 2,500m training hall, a medical centre, canteens, offices and
16,000m² of landscaped gardens. In addition to the permanent Sandwich Plate System bleachers, there is
retractable and moveable seating and the arena can be easily adapted to host various sporting events and
concerts.

“The SPS units were so light and easy to position.
We simply followed the keyplan and erected it just like steel - in fact, easier.”
Umut Özdemir Project Management Chief, SinerjiPro
(Erector)
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Georgia Tech
McCamish Pavilion

Project type
Location
Team

Coliseum seating expansion
Atlanta, Georgia, US
Populous , KSI, Whiting Turner

2012
Summary
A challenging project, the Georgia Tech
Athletic Association wanted to improve
the overall fan experience in the
McCamish Pavilion while also keeping
the recognisable Schwendler dome in
place.
To accommodate additional seating, the
design needed to incorporate seating
into the historic rafters. Traditional
solutions – precast concrete and folded
steel plate – were too heavy and
required too much secondary stiffening,
respectively. SPS Technology's structural
composite terrace product solved the
problem.

Details
The most economical way to improve sight
lines was to build the upper deck seating
bowl using SPS - 80% lighter than precast
concrete - enabling the use of a lighter
structural frame, maximising the distance the
first row of seats could be cantilevered.
The upper bowl seating has a complex
geometry but, through the use of
collaborative 3D BIM modelling, SPS
Technolgoy was able to fabricate and install
the SPS components easily to exact
specification.

“Georgia Tech as an institution embraces innovation. The use of SPS on the
McCamish Pavilion renovation confirms our commitment to utilizing new and
proven construction technologies. We are very pleased with SPS and
recommend it highly to those considering projects similar to ours.”
Paul S. Griffin - Director of Athletics
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“There is no doubt that SPS terraces provided
the right solution for our tight timetable. We
are impressed with the high quality finish and
performance of the SPS terraces and were
delighted that they met with the approval of
our customers.”
Charles Barnett, Chief Executive, Ascot Racecourse
SPS terraces are high quality terracing units for outdoor
and indoor venues. When used as an alternative to concrete,
SPS terraces offer an enhanced finish and comparable
performance at just one quarter of the weight. This
significant weight saving results in 25-35% savings in frame
weight, savings of 15% on a typical programme and a
reduction in overall costs.

SPS Product Details
Smart

SPS

Fast

SPS is a structural composite material made up of two metal
plates bonded with a polyurethane elastomer core. SPS
delivers high strength and stiffness making it an excellent
alternative to both conventional stiffened steel and
reinforced concrete.

Economic

SPS is now used in a wide variety of products including
structural flooring, stadia and arena terraces, ships, offshore
structures and bridges.

Light structures, architectural versatility and
carbon efficiency

Saves construction time, simplifies projects and
allows earlier opening

20% project costs savings and increased
revenue opportunities
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The Aquatics Centre
London 2012 Olympics

Project type
Location
Team

Premier indoor sports venue
London
Zaha Hadid, Arup, Balfour Beatty

2010

Summary
Using SPS® terraces delivered:
• 15,000 temporary seats
• Light structure to suit demanding and constrained site
• Demountable all-steel scheme to be resold after games

Background
Zaha Hadid’s Aquatics Centre for the 2012 Olympics in
London was an iconic structure of the games.15,000 seats
were contained within two demountable grandstands on
either side of the main pools which, due to the constrained
site, cantilevered out over both a rail line and a canal.

Details
SPS Technology worked with Zaha Hadid, Arup and Balfour
Beatty to develop a combination of SPS terraces and steel
frame that would meet the structural demands of the
site and deliver the project’s goal of a fully demountable
structural scheme. The SPS terraces’ light weight and their
ability to act as an upper diaphragm for each stand allowed
Arup to develop a suitable structural frame.
Zaha Hadid’s terrace extension matched the quality and
finish of the central part of the building. Balfour Beatty

delivered to the ODA a structure that uniquely met the
legacy and sustainability goals.

SPS terraces helped to deliver a uniquely
demountable structure with the feel of a
permanent venue. A breakthrough in sustainable
construction and a valuable legacy.
E: stadiumsales@spstechnology.com
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Resorts World Arena
2009

Project type
Location
Team

Multi-purpose indoor arena
Birmingham, UK
NEC Group, DLA Architects, Ibex Construct Stadia

Summary
The Resorts World Arena at The
NEC, Birmingham was redesigned,
enlarged and completely refitted in
2009.
The total capacity increased to
16,000 with the addition of 8,000
permanent seats - 4,200m² of SPS
was installed.
DLA designed the arena to be
reconfigurable to suit a diverse
range of events and shows.

Details
Construct Stadia used SPS terraces, which require fewer
supporting columns, to create more space for concessions
and services below the new stands. The permanent
terracing and seating was ordered, delivered and installed in
12 weeks.
Being light in weight, SPS terraces were lifted into position
using a vacuum lift in the confined space with restricted
crane access. All the structural connections used standard
steel detailing. The aisle steps were light enough to be lifted
into place manually, and a rail mounted seating system was
used to accelerate the installation of the seats.
“Using SPS terraces helped to ensure that our new arena was
ready for the start of our season, the Horse of the Year show, in
October and has created more space for concessions and
services under the new stands.”
Phil Mead - Managing Director of Arenas at The NEC Group

With a second expansion scheme of the arena
planned for 2022, it is expected that SPS will again play
a vital part in further rejuvenation having stood the
test of time and hundreds of thousands of visitors.
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Ascot Racecourse Reprofiling
2007

Using SPS® terraces to erect reprofile standing terraces
delivered:
• Weight savings and offsite manufacture
• A fast, simple installation
• A short build schedule
Ascot Racecourse completed a series of enhancements
to its new grandstand. Alterations included increasing the
rake and elevation of the terraces to improve sight lines.
This work used 3,250m² of SPS terraces. 2,600m² of
continuous standing terracing were used on the lower section
using 10.5m SPS sections supported on steel rakers. The
upper section comprised 25 separate units (650m²) providing
a variety of standing, seating, loge and disabled units.

Re-profiling the grandstand at Ascot Racecourse
had to be completed within 20 weeks, and fitted
around several race meetings. SPS terraces were
delivered pre-assembled in banks of three with
non-slip coatings preapplied. Each bay took one
truck, three men, six lifts and half a day to install.

Project type
Location
Team

Reprofiling
Ascot, UK
Buro Happold, HOK Sport

The upper SPS units are supported on a steel sub-frame
clad in aluminium. The significant weight savings over
concrete allowed the new SPS terraces to be built on top
of the existing structure without the need for removal or
reinforcement. The SPS terraces also fully utilised the
benefits of offsite construction, minimising work on site
and reducing the schedule.
A short build schedule which dovetailed with a broader
construction programme was essential to the project’s
success. Three race meetings also had to be accommodated
within the three month build period.
The SPS terraces were fabricated by German production
partner, SEH. The supporting steelwork was supplied by
MAPSSS who also undertook the installation. Installation
typically used one steel crew of three men and one mobile
crane which achieved build rates of seventeen 10m terraces
in less than six hours.
SPS terraces offer a lightweight, prefabricated, rapidly
installed alternative to pre-cast concrete meeting the
growing demand and popularity of offsite production.
E: stadiumsales@spstechnology.com
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SPS Terraces
Smart

Light structures, architectural versatility and carbon
efficiency

Fast

Saves construction time, simplifies projects and allows
earlier opening

Economic

Valuable project cost savings and increased revenue
opportunities
SPS terraces are high quality terracing units for outdoor
and indoor venues. When used as an alternative to concrete
terraces, SPS terraces offer an enhanced finish and
comparable performance at just one quarter of the weight.
This significant weight saving typically results in a 25-45%
savings in frame weight, a 15% shorter programme and a
reduction in overall costs.

SPS Technology
SPS is a structural composite material made up of two
metal plates bonded with a polyurethane elastomer core.
SPS delivers high strength and stiffness making it an
excellent alternative to both conventional stiffened steel
and reinforced concrete.
SPS is now used in a variety of products including structural
flooring, stadium and arena terraces, ships, offshore
structures and bridges.

Designed to incorporate all the standard detailing required of a modern venue with the additional
benefits of off-site finishing.

Raker Stools

Joint Seal

Aisle Steps

Seat Attachment
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Climate Pledge Arena
2021

Project type
Location
Team

SPS Panels in multi-purpose arena
Seattle, Washington, US
Oak View Group (OVG), Populous, ICON,
Thornton Tomasetti, MA Mortensen,
LeJeune Steet

Climate Pledge Arena in Seattle is intent on
being the most progressive, responsible and
sustainable arena in the world today. It aims to
be the first net zero carbon arena globally.
The iconic roof of the Seattle Center Coliseum,
originally built for the 1962 Seattle World’s Fair,
was retained by Oak View Group (OVG).
Recycling the roof meant the arena
construction consumed less embodied carbon
compared to most other new arena
construction projects whilst also reducing
landfill waste.
The Climate Pledge Arena is able to
accommodate up to 18,100 fans across a
diverse set of activities and is home to both the
Seattle Kraken ice hockey team and the Seattle
Storm basketball team. The multi-purpose
indoor arena is unique in being able to house
hockey as well as other sports and concerts.
With any arena renovation project unique challenges
arise, necessitating a unique solution. SPS Technology
collaborated with the design team through BIM
modelling and provided 170 pieces of Sandwich Plate
System structural composite panels for a 273ft [83m]
bridge that runs the length of the roof. In total, 7,646sq.ft
[710m²] of SPS was used .
The bridge needed to be light enough not to place extra
stress on the historic roof. In addition, four staircases
were accommodated. As a fully recyclable and
sustainable product, SPS helps to further OVG's vision of
an environmentally progressive building.

Climate Pledge Arena is maintaining its rightful
place alongside other iconic Seattle landmarks,
like other SPS Technology refurbishment
projects: The Space Needle and Colman Docks
Footbridge. OVG envisages the building being
added to the National Register of Historic
Places.
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Colman Docks Footbridge
2018

Project type
Location
Team

Footbridge
Seattle, Washington, US
Washington State DoT, Hofffman Construction,
Jesse-Co

Designed in conjunction with US Bridge, the 157ft long footbridge, part of Seattle’s waterfront
redevelopment at Colman Dock, saw SPS deck panels utilised to give Seattle residents the ability to walk
from downtown onto a ferry without having to cross heavy local traffic. The ferry is a key connection for
commuters from local islands as well as a hub for visitors to Victoria, British Columbia and San Juan Islands.

The SPS deck panels were delivered to the bridge
fabricators on one truck, with a lightweight surface
pre-applied. The complete bridge was shipped by
barge to Colman Dock and lifted into position by a
250,000 lb crane before being bolted down in just 35
minutes.
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Grand Duchess Charlotte Bridge
2018

Project type
Location
Team

In-situ aging bridge repair solution
Luxembourg City, Luxembourg
SEH Engineering, Tralux, EDS

Working with SEH Engineering, SPS Technology undertook the in-situ bridge repair and upgrade of the Grand
Duchess Charlotte Bridge (Pont Rouge), which included the addition of a pedestrian walkway.
Pont Rouge was upgraded from six vehicle lanes to a mixed- use bridge, fulfilling modern day requirements.
The bridge now accommodates four SPS strengthened vehicle lanes and two newly installed tram lines. By
widening the bridge using SPS panels, a two-way cycle lane and pedestrian walkways on either side were
also provided on the newly installed SPS panels, totalling over 2,240m².
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Cannelville Road Bridge
2017

Project type
Location
Team

Prefabricated modular bridge deck
Muskingum County, Ohio, US
Ohio Department of Transportation, US Bridge

A new 53ft highway bridge, with a 100 year service life, was successfully installed in just 29 days. With an
integrated SPS bridge deck, this two vehicle lane modular prefabricated bridge arrived on-site on two
trucks. Each section was located onto the existing bridge abutments within ten minutes. The bridge was
funded by the FHWA AID programme, the aim of which was to identify a competitive alternative
superstructure to address their aging bridge inventory.

Original structure
The new complete bridge

A conventional superstructure would have required 3-4 weeks of onsite construction. Advantages of this
innovative superstructure include prefabrication and weight savings that allow the rapid onsite installation
and reduced section depth due to the thin SPS decks and structurally efficient girder cross section.

“Using innovative construction practices to beat out conventional construction methods goes
to show that engineers shouldn’t accept the status quo,” said competition judge Frank Russo,
PE, Ph.D., of Michael Baker International.
The 2018 Special Bridge Award by National Steel Bridge Alliance recognized U.S. Bridge
for its outstanding use of structural steel. U.S. Bridge accepted the honour at a special
ceremony in Baltimore.
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Mettlach Bridge
2015

Project type Prefabricated modular bridge deck
Merzig-Wadern, Saarland, Germany
Location
Eiffel Deutschland Stahltechnologie (EDS)
Team

Renovation of Mettlach Bridge over the Saar River in
Germany, was carried out by Eiffel Deutschland
Stahltechnologie (EDS) using prefabricated SPS panels
to replace the existing concrete bridge deck. Use of SPS
deck panels reduced the deck weight by 300 tonnes,
allowing load restrictions on the new bridge deck to be
lifted compared to the aging bridge. Works were
completed within four months.
The project was recognised with a Distinction in the
2015 Ulrich Finsterwalder Structural Engineering.
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Dawson Bridge
2010

Project type
Location
Team

Deck Replacement
Edmonton, Canada
Dialog (Cohos Evamy) ConCreate

Background
The Dawson Bridge is a 100 year old, 5 span truss bridge
that forms an important link across the North Saskatchewan
River running through the centre of Edmonton, Canada. The
structure had weakened with age and a load limit had been
imposed. The existing deck was a combination of concrete
on wood. Replacing the deck with concrete and removing
the load limit would have required a substantial
strengthening of the truss superstructure. Any work would
also have been constrained by a short summer build period.

Details
Dialog (Cohos Evamy) investigated several deck alternates
for the City. An SPS bridge deck was selected as it offered
the simplest, quickest installation that minimised truss
strengthening and provided another 100 years life for the
bridge deck.

Summary
Using SPS® bridge decks:
• 1,826m2 installed over a short summer period in parallel
with renovation of main trusses
• Saved 3 months off project schedule
• Reinstated the full load capacity for historic bridge
without major structural reinforcement

"The SPS bridge deck allowed the entire project to
be completed months faster and millions of dollars
less expensively than a traditional concrete deck.”
Dialog (Cohos Evamy) - Deck Replacement

The SPS bridge deck solution, designed with support from
SPS Technology, used simple SPS plates bolted down to the
top flanges of existing transverses and new longitudinal
stringers. Each 8mx2m panel weighed 3.5 tonnes and was
lifted into place using telehandlers working from panels
installed only hours earlier. No in-field welding was required
with plate continuity along the bridge being created by
upper and lower bolted splice plates. The deck was sealed
with a Stirling Lloyd Eliminator membrane prior to
application of an asphalt wearing surface.
Local SPS project partner, Empire Iron, detailed both the
stringers and the panels in Tekla’s 3D steel modelling
package to ensure that all 15,000 bolt holes aligned on site.
The speed and simplicity of the installation of the SPS panels
allowed the deck to be replaced in one month rather than
three and helped the lead contractor ConCreate to
complete the whole project in one summer season.

Project Finalist in the Canadian Institute of Steel Construction 2011 Alberta Steel Design Awards of Excellence
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Lennoxville Bridge
2005

Project type
Location
Team

Bridge deck replacement
Lennoxville, Quebec, Canada
Solicor, Eastern Townships Directorate of the
Quebec Ministry of Transport

Prefabricated SPS
Bridge Deck panels
were used to replace
the concrete bridge
deck of this historic
through-truss two lane
road bridge in
Lennoxville. The
bridge had degraded
with age and needed
replacing without
changing the historic
primary structure.

Traffic volume and truck loads had increased over its life and, even with a new concrete deck, the
bridge would have retained a posted load restriction. SPS was selected as an alternative to concrete to
avoid the load limit and minimise the out of service time of the bridge.
The SPS panels were produced by Solicor, a division of the Canam Group, and designed to suit the
bridge geometry – crossfall, camber and skew. The original concrete was removed and SPS panels
were lowered into place using a crane. The panels were bolted to each other and the existing
transverses using match drilled holes. A final weld on the upper face of the deck ensured 100%
continuity across the deck.
The project was completed in one week using 500m² of SPS. Cantilevered SPS decks were used for a
cycle path and a pedestrian walkway.
Quebec’s Ministry of Transport got a renewed bridge deck that was over 60% lighter than conventional
concrete whilst retaining the historic look of the bridge.
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SPS Technology Ltd
Aston Court, Kingsmead Business Park
High Wycombe HP11 1JU
T: +44 1753 890575

SPS Technology North America Ltd
150 Elgin Street, 10th Floor
Ottawa, Ontario K2P 1L4
T: +1 613 569 3111
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Principal Place Pavilion

Project Type

Roof/floor panels

2016/2017/2021

Location

London, UK

Team

Foster & Partners, WSP, Severfield Steel, Brookfield

SPS Technology was commissioned by repeat clients Brookfield and WSP, who understand the lightweight and
quick-build nature of SPS, to provide composite structural panels forming both the roof of a marketing pavilion and an
occupiable balcony. Built overnight, the reduced build time allowed less interruption of train services directly beneath the
site and meant the contractors didn’t need to purchase additional railway overnight possessions. Additionally, the SPS
panels could carry the load of the roofing soleil cantilevering out over the footpath, bringing branding to the attention of
passers-by. The suitability of SPS extended itself to the fast attachment of second fix architectural elements and
balustrading, saving even more time and money.
In the Spring of 2021, the marketing suite was converted to a bar/restaurant and the environmentally sustainable panels
were affordably modified to accommodate the change of use.
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Seattle Space Needle Renovation
2018

Project type
Location
Team

Floor panels
Seattle, Washington State, USA
Olson Kunig, Arup, Hoffman
Construction Co.

Originally built for the 1962 World’s Fair, the Space Needle
is an international icon of the Pacific Northwest and a
symbol of Seattle. Now the famous landmark has won the
Engineering News-Record’s Project of the Year for Best
Renovation/Restoration.
SPS was an important piece of the overall winning
formula. The scheme, known as the Century Project, was
a $100m renovation and significant redesign that has
preserved the Space Needle’s legacy by creating a new
visitor experience.

The team, employing an innovative solution using 48 lightweight custom SPS® panels in the revolving
floor, went on to create their ‘glass jewel box in the sky’ and give the landmark’s visitors a new jawdropping experience.
SPS Technology prides itself on solving unusual design challenges with our structural composite panel,
SPS. Sandwich Plate System does not crack, spall, separate or rupture and can withstand extreme
loads and absorb high energy events.
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58 Victoria Embankment
2015

Project type
Location
Team

SPS Floor and Roof Panels
London, UK
TP Bennett, Waterman Plc, Kier, Bourne Steel,
Kier Developments

Located in a site with challenging access, along
London’s Victoria Embankment between
Blackfriars and Waterloo Bridges, this Edwardian
building was brought into the 21st century with
an award-winning, sustainable design from TP
Bennett in 2016.
The redevelopment of 58 Victoria Embankment
involved the demolition of the existing building
behind a retained façade and the construction of
a new steel-framed office, to shell and core fit-out
standards, with a concrete basement.
The development is a new vibrant metropolitan
facility: home to a seven-screen cinema, six
restaurants and retail areas.
In order to realise the design, the team needed a thinner floor that delivered the same strength as traditional concrete
without the sectional thickness and extra weight. Sandwich Plate System (SPS), an incredibly strong, light-weight
structural composite panel, was specified in order that floor-to-floor heights could be maximised and the building
could take full advantage of its stunning Thames-side location.

SPS was specified by consultant engineers, Waterman Group –
who understand the weight and thickness benefits of SPS
structural composite panels — in the internal reconfiguration
of four of the seven floors, including the roof. Due to its
thinness, light weight, and ability to span long distances, SPS
helped to increase the building’s layout flexibility while
overcoming head height issues that could not be resolved
using conventional materials.
The SPS floor panels arrived on site with coatings applied and
were lifted directly from the delivery truck to their final position
and immediately bolted to the frame.
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University of Alberta –
Innovation Centre for Engineering
2013

Project type
Location
Team

SPS Floor Panels - Mezzanine
Alberta, Canada
Dialog, EllisDon Construction,
Supreme Group

SPS was used for a mezzanine floor at the University of
Alberta’s new Innovation Centre for Engineering. The
mezzanine served as a showcase for SPS, subsequently
allowing the University to see other opportunities on infill
sites on the campus.
Key to this trial’s success was the speed of installation,
panel flatness, integrated details and no wet work. It was a
clean, simple, proven and fast solution.

“SPS panels provided many advantages on this project.
Installation was easy and took a fraction of the time
required for concrete. They eliminated winter heating
requirements, risk of freezing damage to finished surfaces
and waste materials. Thinner panels gave more headroom
than concrete. I would highly recommend SPS and SPS
Technology”.
Robert S Holmes
Senior Superintendent, University of Alberta ICE Project,
EllisDon Construction
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Carnegie Hall
2010

Project type
Location
Team

SPS Floor Panels
New York City, New York, USA
Iu +Bibliowicz Architects, Robert Silman
Associates, Tishman Construction, Metropolitan
Walters

SPS Technology’s structural composite panels
were used to add office and training space at the
iconic Carnegie Hall in New York City.
Architects iu + bibliowicz were looking to create
interior space within the roof structure as part of
the backstage renovation project at one of the
world’s greatest concert venues, Carnegie Hall.
After years of thoughtful design attempts utilising
different construction techniques, that in the end
did not meet the requirements, the architects
chose SPS for the unique interior floor structural
element to create a brand new dance and music
training centre and facility office space.
Built in 1889 with the latest state-of-the-art riveted steel frame structure spanning the wide concert hall,
the original roof joists were approximately 20ft [6m] high. The new interior design has SPS spanning
between joists at two levels - just above the hall ceiling and at the 10ft [3m] mark. Due to its slim profile,
SPS allowed the architects to realise their vision. As the project design and planning progressed it was
realised that the exterior roof also needed replacing. To protect the historic ceiling in the hall from
construction damage or inclement weather, the first level SPS was designed to fit into an exterior
construction hoist and be positioned using simple tools, creating a lightweight, thin and very strong deck
with the SPS protecting the historic ceiling. Adding a waterproof layer on top of the SPS finished the
design and the roof could be removed.
Once the roof was opened up the remainder of the
project could proceed quickly. The roof joists were recoated, steel framing components added, the second
floor SPS panels were easily installed and then skylights
fitted and the roof closed. As the project's finishing
works progressed, the architectural design created new
soundproof rooms for music training; hardwood flooring
was attached directly to the SPS to replicate the familiar
Hall stage flooring, and offices were made with tall glass
walls allowing for light to be shared everywhere.
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Grand Pier Renovation
2010

Project type
Location
Team

Floors panels
Weston-super-Mare, UK
Angus Meak, John Sisk & Sons

As part of the Grand Pier's renovation following fire in 2008, SPS Technology’s structural composite
Sandwich Plate System (SPS) was selected as the structural boardwalk floor because it :
− kept within a restricted maximum weight
− provided a 100% load-bearing capacity platform, allowing follow-on work to commence more quickly
− delivered long-term durability with minimal maintenance
The risk of weather delays to the floor installation was eliminated and allowances could be made for the
second highest tidal flow in the world.

“SPS floor panels were key to meeting the
challenges of rebuilding on an old and damaged
structure with limitations on weight, restricted
access and a demanding schedule. [SPS
Technology] has gone the extra mile in supporting
us from design to installation to ensure the
success of the project.”
Andy McGoldrick
Project Director, John Sisk & Sons Ltd.
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SPS Technology Ltd
Aston Court, Kingsmead Business Park
High Wycombe HP11 1JU
T: +44 1753 890 575

SPS Technology Asia Pte Ltd
1 Raffles Place, #19-61, Tower 2, One Raffles Place
Singapore 048616
E: maritime@spstechnology.com
T: +65 6513 2782
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Queen Mary 2
2017 & 2018

Project Type
Owner
Location
Classification Society
Team

Tween deck in-service ship repair
Atlantic Ocean
Carnival Cruises
Lloyd’s Register
SPS Partner, SRC Estonia and SPS Technology

In conjunction with SRC Group, an in-service SPS
project for Carnival Cruises on board the Queen Mary
2 was completed in September 2018, following on
from a similar project in October 2017. Both projects
were undertaken during scheduled cruises between
New York, US and Southampton, UK. The repairs were
inspected and approved by Lloyd’s Register on both
sides of the Atlantic.

“The team was able to complete the repair under
challenging circumstances whilst the vessel was in-service.
In order not to impact on our guests’ cruise experience,
restrictions were placed on when works could be
undertaken which the team worked around, delivering the
project on time with minimal disruption.”
Andrew Menzies
Deck & Safety SME, Carnival UK
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Solitaire
2016

Project Type
Owner
Location
Classification Society
Team

Tank top reinstatement
Allseas Group S.A.
United Stevedores, Amsterdam
Lloyd’s Register
SPS Partner, SRC Estonia and SPS Technology

Allseas’ Solitaire is one of the largest pipelay vessels in the world
and has completed some of the most challenging projects in
which heavy pipe has been laid in very deep waters.
Fatigue and corrosion meant 550m2 of tank top in hold No. 6
needed to be reinstated. After a detailed assessment of the
necessary vessel repair was carried out, Allseas opted for SPS
instead of conventional steel renewal. The project was
undertaken with Lloyd’s Register class approval at United
Stevedores in Amsterdam.
Allseas’ Manager Technical Department, Quirien Grul, commented
that the company was satisfied with the outcome and the
professional and efficient execution of the work.

“I am very pleased with the performance and
will consider using SPS again should a similar
project have to be undertaken in the future.”
Quirien Grul
Allseas’ Manager Technical Department
E: maritime@spstechnology.com
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Fuel Tank Conversion for 2015
Emissions Requirements

Project type
Location
Owner
Team

HFO/MGO Fuel Tank Thermal Insulation
Qatar
Subject to NDA
SPS, CTS Offshore and Marine

MGO Tanks
HFO Tanks
SPS Overlay

HFO/MGO Fuel Tank Thermal Insulation
Summary
SPS was used to provide fuel tank thermal insulation on
three tankers, delivering:
• Cost effective insulation of boundary between adjacent
HFO and MGO tanks
• Maximum HFO and MGO tank capacity due to compact
thickness of SPS
• No changes to existing structure
• Zero through-life maintenance
Background
Three tankers needed thermal insulation boundaries
installed between two Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) tanks to create
a Marine Gas Oil (MGO) tank as part of the shipowner’s
strategy to meet new exhaust gas emission requirements.
IMO MARPOL 73/78 Annex VI has been amended to
require new standards for marine fuel oils when vessels

are operating in defined Emission Control Areas (ECA),
specifying a reduction of the sulphur content (SOx) to below
0.1% from January 2015.
Details
This was the first time that SPS had been used in this
application; and was verified by Lloyds Register (LR). Carried
out in Qatar for a global shipping company, the three ships
had areas of 50m² of SPS fitted to bulkheads between two
adjacent fuel tanks.
This SPS modification enables the operators to maintain
different but very stable temperatures in each individual
tank and maximise tank volume. Care must be taken to keep
low sulphur MGO fuels cool enough to maintain viscosity
and avoid operating problems. For HFO tanks the required
viscosity is achieved by heating the fuel up to 90°C, whereas
MGO should be stored at temperatures below 40°C.
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Therefore a layer of insulation is necessary between the
adjacent tanks, to maintain optimum storage temperatures.
SPS provides an efficient thermal barrier; maximising
available storage capacity as there is no need for void spaces
between the tanks which require through life inspection.
The SPS solution modifies existing fuel tanks quickly and
easily, with no changes to the ship’s structure. The standard
SPS specification uses an 8mm steel top plate with a 40mm
PU core. The SPS elastomer core’s thermal properties
(thermal conductivity k = 0.177 W/m°C) is a highly thermally
efficient. The simplicity of SPS allows its installation using
standard steel working techniques.
Emission Control Areas (ECA) as defined by the IMO.

SPS Product Specification
Fast

Short repair schedules

Non-disruptive

Minimal labour, no or reduced downtime

Economic

Reduced repair costs, lower operating costs, and increased
revenue

SPS Technology
SPS uses existing corroded or worn plating as one side of
a steel composite panel formed by a new top plate and
an elastomer core. The resulting composite fully restores
or enhances the strength of the original structure. SPS is
approved by all major Classification Societies.
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RSV Aurora Australis
2013

Project type
Location
Owner
Classification Society

Reinstatement/repair of bulkhead plating
Sembawang Shipyard, Singapore
P&O Maritime Services
Lloyd's Register

In general, cracking
appears to be a result of a
number of factors that have
accumulated over time,
compounded by the
relatively long and
continuous service in
severe operating
environments.
Lloyd's Register

The RSV Aurora Australis was brought to SPS Technology’s attention in 2013 by Classification Society,
Lloyd's Register, following their Life Expectancy Study for the 22-year-old vessel.
An Ice Class 1A Super Icebreaker owned by P&O Maritime Services, repairs were required for cracked
bulkhead plating between wing water ballast spaces and centreline fuel oil tanks. Cracking in several
locations on sloping plates were historically detected and reported since 1994 and all repairs completed
using conventional methods failed repeatedly. Sandwich Plate System structural composite solved this
problem by reducing the general levels of stress in the original structure; repairs using SPS spread the
load and share the stress.
SPS inhibited future crack propagation and eliminated the possibility of cross contamination in the event
of a crack propagating through the full thickness of the bulkhead plating. Since the time of the repair, and
with regular inspections, there was no re-occurrence of the cracking that we are aware of until the end of
her service.
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RSV Aurora Australis was decommissioned in March 2020. As Australia’s Antarctic flagship for 30 years, she
saw more than 150 trips to Antarctica. Since she was decommissioned, many of her passengers and crew
have retold stories of their voyages. The Aurora Australis Foundation has sought to buy both the Aurora
Australis and Aurora Australis II to open as floating museums, but so far, has only succeeded in buying the
latter.
RSV Aurora Australis has been replaced by the new state of the art icebreaker RSV NUYINA (IMO: 9797060),
commissioned in 2015 and completed in 2020.
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RoPax Ferry
2012

Project type
Location
Owner
Team

Enhancement/Noise and Vibration Damping
In-service, Mediterranean
Subject to NDA
DSME

SPS Technology's Sandwich Plate System can absorb many types of energy more efficiently than
traditional materials and can be used for noise and vibration damping. After collaborative research and
development with the client, SPS was specified on this new build roll on, roll off passenger (RoPax) ferry
to reduce noise due to the propeller, following passenger complaints about cabin noise levels.
Using large scale mock-ups, in which the actual passenger cabins were replicated, the noise within the
existing cabins was recreated and compared to noise in the cabin after SPS was applied. Collecting data
from microphones and accelerometers, the team measured the following:
Test cases:
– Case 1 : Measuring the noise in cabin when tapping on the bare steel plate
– Case 2 : Measuring the noise in cabin when tapping on the SPS
The results of the testing successfully showed that using SPS as an overlay reduced the noise to
required levels within the cabin. SPS was then applied to the bottom shell plating of the deck in question
on the vessel during service. In total, 40 cavities were filled - with elastomer injections covering a total
area of 42.2m - and the solution was to the satisfaction of the client, Class society and passengers.
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Single Hold Cargo Ships
Siegfried Lehmann, Heike
Lehmann and Marie Lehmann
2010

Project type
Owner
Location
Class
Team

Tank top reinstatement
Hans Lehmann
Alongside in Tallinn, Estonia
GL
SPS Partner, SRC Estonia

The tank top plating on single hold general cargo vessels the
Siegfried Lehmann, Heike Lehmann and Marie Lehmann
required renewal in accordance with Germanischer Lloyd’s
class requirements. The owner, Hans Lehmann KG, and ship
manager, Uniteam Marine, were keen to find the most
economical repair to extend the service life of the vessels with
minimal time out of service.
SPS was installed on all three vessels Siegfried Lehmann - 534m²
Heike Lehmann - 578m²
Marie Lehmann - 605m²
Totalling 1,717m²
These repairs were undertaken by SPS Technology and our
network partner, SRC, to provide project management,
steelwork and elastomer injections on the three-vessel
turnkey contract. Confidence in past experience with tank top
renewals meant the team could commit to a 10-day pit-stop.

Before SPS repair

After the SPS Repair

An equivalent repair using conventional crop and renewal
techniques would have taken upwards of 35 days per vessel.

"The dedication and professionalism of the SPS Technology project team to complete the work without delaying
the vessel impressed us. Using SPS simplified the tank top renewals and enabled us to substantially cut the repair
schedule to just 10 days.”
Dierk Faust
Managing Director, Hans Lehmann KG
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Korea Line Corporation
Five Bulk Carriers
2009

Silver Bell
Golden Bell
Marigold
Camellia
Anemone

3,532 m²
1,567 m²
1,390 m²
1,595 m²
2,397 m²

Background
Over 10,000 m² of tank top plating has been reinstated on
five Capesize bulk carriers for the Korea Line Corporation.
The projects were completed at Shanhaiguan shipyard in
2009, starting with the Silver Bell in January.

“We chose to use SPS on five of our bulk carriers
because it is a fast repair that delivers flatter,
longer lasting tank tops and the results improve
our operational costs”
Mr Y S Jeong, Vice President, Korea Line
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Korea Line Corporation
All ive Korea Line Corporation projects have been
approved by Korea register and repaired using SPS
10-20-e (10 mm new steel - 20 mm elastomer existing steelwork).
SiLVer BeLL
Area
Productivity**
Date

3,532 m2
10 days / 353 m2 per day
January, 2009

GoLDen BeLL
Area
Productivity**
Date

1,567 m2
8 days / 195 m² per day
March, 2009

MAriGoLD
Area
Productivity**
Date

1,390 m2
10 days / 139 m² per day
March, 2009

CAMeLLiA
Area
Productivity**
Date

1,595 m2
7 days / 227 m² per day
June, 2009

Summary

AneMone
Area
Productivity**
Date

2,397 m2
9 days / 266 m² per day
August, 2009

• Reduced the repair schedule for all five vessels
• Simplified the repair procedure and minimised labour
requirements
• Delivered strengthened surfaces that are highly resistant
to impact loads
• Avoided the need to clean Fuel Oil tanks

Using SPS to reinstate the tank tops on the Silver Bell,
Marigold, Golden Bell, Camellia and Anemone at
Shanhaiguan:

The initial 3,532 m² of SPS was installed on the Silver Bell in just ten days, despite the North China winter and average
temperatures ranging from 3ºC to -6ºC. The success of this project lead the Korea Line Corporation to award IE and
Shanhaiguan further projects on the Marigold, Golden Bell, Camellia and Anemone.
These were the first SPS projects to be completed on Korean Register (KR) Classed vessels. Typical SPS design details have
been developed for bulk carriers and these were included in the first Class submission for the Silver Bell. As a result, once
KR had approved the design for the Silver Bell, they were able to provide a rapid approval service for the other four vessels.
SPS technicians worked closely with Korea Line and Shanhaiguan shipyard to ensure that the whole process was carried out
in accordance with the Class approved application procedure and with minimal impact on concurrent works.
SPS is a simpler and quicker repair process than conventional ‘crop and replace’ techniques. On these projects for Korea
Line, SPS eliminated the requirement to clean FO tanks and for overhead welding, which contributed to a reduction in
labour resources.
Tank tops repaired with SPS have superb impact resistance characteristics, they are less prone to deformation from cargo
handling operations and “dishing” is almost eliminated. This leads to improved cargo handling with reduced turnaround
times and enhanced operational economics for the Korea Line Corporation.
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Docebay Capesize Bulk Carrier
2008

Summary
The use of SPS to reinstate tank tops:
• Delivered a 40% reduction in repair schedule
• Led to improved structural performance and
operational economics

Background
The Docebay is a 152,308 dwt Capesize bulk carrier built in
1986, managed by V.Ships Cyprus and operating long-haul
trades including the export of Brazilian iron ore. The
repairs were carried out at the Cosco Nantong Shipyard in
China and at the time, it was the largest vessel to have had
tank tops reinstated with SPS.

Details
The Capesize Docebay had 1,932m² of tank tops, hopper
sides and stools reinstated using SPS.

Tank top reinstatement
Project type
Location
Cosco Nantong Shipyard, China
Manager
V.Ships, Cyprus
Classification Society ABS

SPS provided a non-disruptive repair, in a fraction of the
time that would have been required for a conventional
crop and replace procedure as SPS uses the existing worn
steelwork to form one side of the composite panel formed
by a new top plate and a polyurethane elastomer core.
The Docebay is used primarily for heavyweight cargoes
including iron ore, which subject her to demanding
operating conditions. SPS delivers improved impact
resistance and permanently flat surfaces.
“Dishing” of the tank tops has been almost entirely
eliminated leading to cargo handling, reduced turnaround
times and improved long term operational economics.
Maintenance costs are also likely to be reduced as a result
of enhanced resistance to wear and corrosion.

“Using SPS rather than conventional crop and
replace methods reduced our repair schedule
Atle Paulsen Superintendent V.Ships
by 40%.”
E: maritime@spstechnology.com
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Crowley Ambassador
2008

Project type
Location
Owner

Ro-Ro deck reinstatement
Panama, Central America
Interorient Marine Services

SPS incorporates existing worn steelwork to avoid
disturbing adjacent and under deck services. This
contributed to significant schedule savings as preparatory
steelwork and elastomer injection were both completed
without interrupting other routine repairs which were
being carried at the same time.
The repairs were completed in Panama, which helped to
minimise deviation and downtime as the yard has on its
operational route.

“The work with SPS went according to plan with
excellent consultation and service throughout
the process. The repair has been successful and
is de initely a time saver compared to cut and
renew.”
Alan Mitchell, Fleet Manager
Interorient Marine Services

Summary
Using SPS to reinstate main deck and stern ramp of the
Crowley Ambassador ensured:
• A fast project turnaround
• An economical repair close to operational routes in Central
America and the Caribbean
• Non-disruptive repairs that avoided disturbing adjacent
and under deck services

Background
The Crowley Ambassador is a 15,840 gross ton RoRo vessel
owned by Interorient Marine Services and operating a
regular regional liner service linking the US, Central America
and the Caribbean.

Details
A total 2,322m² area of the main deck on the Crowley
Ambassador were reinstated with SPS. The project was timed
to coincide with other routine repairs on board the ship.
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Pacific Star
2006

Project type
Owner
Location
Classification Society
Team

Tank top reinstatement
Carnival Plc
In service - Brisbane, Australia
RINA
Harris Pye

SPS was used in this project to strengthen to Class requirements a 29m² area of engine room tank top, above nine oil
tanks on board the 1982-built cruise ship Pacific Star (35,000 gross ton) owned by Carnival Plc and operated by Princess
Cruises.
Conventional steel repair would have taken the ship out of service and required lengthy and expensive gas-freeing of the
adjacent oil tanks before repairs could have been undertaken.
A riding squad comprising SPS Technology's technical staff and engineers from Harris Pye, Singapore carried out the
repair whilst the vessel was engaged in a scheduled cruise out of Brisbane, Australia.
The SPS solution involved fixing the perimeter bars to the tank top plating using structural adhesive to minimise the heat
input, while the top plates were then fully welded to the perimeter bars to form the cavities into which the elastomer
core material was injected. The resulting sandwich composite permanently restored the strength of the original structure.
SPS Technology carried out a heat transfer analysis followed by weld tests to ensure the temperatures on the existing
tank top plating during welding were low enough to safely apply SPS to the vessel structure surrounded by live fuel oil
tanks.
Despite restricted access to the location of the steel repair, the tank top was reinstated in just 8 days without any
disruption to the vessels schedule.
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Repair and strengthening of Cruise Ships

SPS applications:
•Bulkheads • Decks • Gym loors • HFO/MGO tank thermal barriers • Machinery space upgrades
•Pool rooms • Side shell protection • Vibration and acoustic damping • Upgrade to Ice Class
•Tank tops • In-service below the waterline hull repairs
SPS is a steel-elastomer-steel composite used to permanently
repair and strengthen cruise ships.

Benefits... shorter schedules,
improved performance

It is a fast, non-intrusive, simple, safe, proven and class approved
method to reinstate worn areas of a vessel that can be undertaken
whilst the vessel is in operation with repair riding squads.

SPS delivers shorter, predictable schedules,
lower repair costs
• Typically four times faster than crop and
replace

Repair and Strengthening
In repair and strengthening, existing plating, which may be corroded
or deformed, is used as one side of composite by welding or by
using structural adhesives. A new flat face plate is then fixed over
the existing surface, creating a void precisely the thickness of the
core. The elastomer core is then injected to form a renewed, fully
composite structure, stronger and longer lasting than the original.

• Cold Work installation available

Innovative SPS solutions for the maritime and offshore industries
have been in-service since 1999. We have an established track record
in the repair, strengthening and construction of ships and offshore
assets. SPS is approved by all major Classification Societies.

• Lower repair risk as avoids removal of
attached services or equipment

• Repair undertaken during passage,
alongside in port or drydock
• Existing structure remains intact allowing
adjacent work to continue in parallel

Improved lifetime performance, lower
operating costs
• High impact resistance limits operational
damage to structure and coatings
• Range of metals used to suit end use
• Reduced fatigue stresses extend structural
lifecycle
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Carnival, Queen Mary 2
• Two separate repairs
• In-service repair between New York/Southampton/ New York
• 88m² tween deck
• Second repair 48m²
• Tween Deck 8 and Deck A

Andrew Menzies, Deck & Safety SME, Carnival UK
“The team was able to complete the repair under
challenging circumstances whilst the vessel was inservice. In order not to impact on our guests’ cruise
experience, restrictions were placed on when works could
be undertaken which the team worked around, delivering
the project on time with minimal disruption.”

Princess Cruises, Sea Princess & Sun Princess
• SPS Partner, SRC, undertook the repair at Sembcorp
Marine’s Sembawang Shipyard, Singapore
• 86m2 in way of a starboard tween deck on Deck 14
• Work to public spaces below continued uninterrupted
• 62m² on Sun Princess followed

Holland America Groups’ Director of Technical
Operations, Joop Holtzer, commented:
“The SPS upgrade on board Sea Princess was wellprepared, executed smoothly and inished on schedule.”

Carnival, Pacific Star
• 29m² engine room tank top strengthened above nine oil
tanks
• Cold Work solution removed the need for
gas-freeing of adjacent oil tanks
• Project completed whilst ship engaged on cruise out of
Brisbane, Australia
• Project completed in eight days with no interruption to
schedule

Carnival, Arcadia
• SPS applied to tank top above the Fuel Oil Tank No.1 to
reinstate the existing plating
• Cold Work solution was used to avoid welding directly to
the tank top plating
• Project completed with riding squad on cruise from Dubai
to Southampton

Carnival, Oceana
• In-service repair to tank top
• 4m² bilge oil tank
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OSV Working Deck
Reinstatement
Benefits
Using SPS to upgrade offshore supply vessel (OSV)
working decks delivers:
• Superior impact, puncture and wear resistance giving
added protection to below deck spaces
• Zero through-life maintenance costs
• Removal of wooden sheathing improves drainage,
eliminates deck corrosion and reduces weight
• Faster solution to ‘crop and replace’ with minimal
disruption to the existing structure and service runs

Background
OSVs have large exposed working decks which are
traditionally timber clad. Timber’s susceptibility to damage
and quick deterioration, combined with mounting
maintenance and replacement costs, make it less suitable in
the long-term. Water trapped under the timber accelerates
corrosion of the steel deck plating. If left unchecked, this
can affect the integrity of the deck structure and cause
premature weakening and perforation, triggering the need
for unscheduled repair.

Details
SPS provides an excellent way to reinstate and upgrade
OSV working decks that strengthens and significantly
increases the impact resistance, with no structural
changes to the deck. The process does not involve any
intrusive steelwork; it is all carried out on the open deck,
with no disruption to internal spaces or service runs.
The addition of a suitable coating means limited through
life maintenance and no need to reinstall timber. SPS
installation uses standard steel working techniques.
This application has been approved by all major Class
Societies and SPS Technology has a portfolio of completed
projects it can share with you.
SPS is ideally suited for deck protection. Its use significantly
reduces maintenance programmes, associated costs and
disruption. If you value longevity and return on investment,
then choosing SPS is a sound decision you can make with
confidence.

Corroded deck with
timber sheathing
removed
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SPS Impact Protection
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Proven standard for impact protection
Technology of choice for leading ship owners
• SPS is a lightweight alternative to conventional stiffened steel that provides exceptional energy absorption characteristics,
resisting impacts and minimising damage in key areas where extra protection is required to maintain safe and reliable
operations.
• Since 1999, SPS has been installed on a wide range of ships and offshore structures for repairs, strengthening and enhanced
impact protection. With approvals from all major classification societies, SPS has now become a standard specification item
for leading operators.

SPS side impact protection
Applying SPS during ship construction is an efficient and cost-effective solution to maintaining structural integrity, reducing
operational downtime and minimising risks to safety and the environment.

Reducing future repair costs
• SPS side impact protection outperforms conventional steel
solutions for typical damage cases, e.g. fender, wave and
collision impacts, reducing future repairs and steel renewals.

Increasing safety
• A study was commissioned by Single Buoy Moorings
to investigate the performance of SPS for protecting
sideshell structures of FPSOs in accordance with IMO
MEPCGuidelines.
• The study confirmed that the SPS ‘Compact Double
Hull’ provides at least equivalent side impact protection
compared to a conventional all-steel double hull, sponson
or cofferdam.

Reducing risk
• Using SPS on FPSOs eliminates the need for void spaces
found on traditional double hulls. This removes the need
for access, inspection, venting, gas freeing and other
maintenance activities; so reducing risk and minimising
through-life costs.

Steel

SPS

Typical damage cases on side shell areas

What is SPS?
SPS is a structural composite comprising two metal plates
bonded with an elastomer core.
In maritime structures, load-bearing plates are usually made
from steel, which is heavily stiffened to prevent buckling. SPS
eliminates the stiffening elements, making ship structures much
less complicated and much less prone to fatigue and corrosion.
E: maritime@spstechnology.com
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Tug contact and anchor impact areas
• Enhanced puncture resistance
• Safer handling for ships in port and lower maintenance
costs
• Improved safety and reliability for offshore operations
• Effective and proven operational risk reduction

Strengthening of pipe deck and lay-down
areas
• High impact and wear resistance
• Reduced maintenance costs and extended service life
• Added protection to high risk spaces below decks

Dropped object protection
• Added protection for structures vulnerable to dropped
objects such as drill collars and shackles etc
• Enhanced safety to high risk areas below decks, such
as thruster rooms and other working spaces
• Analytical studies confirm that SPS exceeds the puncture
resistance criteria applied to dropped object protection

Anchor handling pads
• SPS anchor pads stay flat, eliminating pooling, reducing
wear and corrosion
• Providing a safer working environment for crew,
extending service lifetime and reducing maintenance costs

What the owners say...
“The impact resistant qualities of SPS made it an
ideal material to use on this, the first FDPSO”
David Trimble, Prosafe Production Pte Ltd

"SPS provides the ideal side shell protection for
our FPSOs. It is applied quickly, delivers improved
impact resistance and reduces our operational
costs”
Lloyd’s Register

SPS side impact
protection and
reinstatement
installed on:

FPSO Petroleo Nautipa
FPSO Kwame Nkrumah MV21
FPSO Brasil
FPSO Conkouati
FPSO Benchamas Explorer
FPSO Serpentina
Semi-sub Sedco 702
Yetagun FSO
FPF 003

From top: Anchor impact areas, pipe deck protection, dropped object
protection, and anchor handling pads

FPSO Espoir Ivoirien
FSO Dampier Spirit
FPSO Baobab Ivorien - MV10
FPSO Sendje Ceiba
FPSO Petroleo Nautipa
FPSO Kwame Nkrumah MV21
FPSO Brasil
FPSO Conkouati
FPSO Benchamas Explorer

FPSO Serpentina
Semi-sub Sedco 702
Yetagun FSO
FPF 003
FPSO Espoir Ivoirien
FSO Dampier Spirit
FPSO Baobab Ivorien - MV10
FPSO Sendje Ceiba
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How does SPS impact resistance outperform conventional steel structures?
• The steel faceplates bonded directly to the polyurethane elastomer core form a high performance, impact resistant,
structural composite plate. The steel is placed where it is most effective and the elastomer core provides through
thickness flexibility to absorb energy, distribute loads and reduce hard spots and stress concentrations. The performance
has been verified by detailed analysis using industry-standard engineering software and proven by a range of full-scale
tests.
• The result is a highly efficient structural plate system that has excellent puncture and impact resistance and is able to
withstand both regular in-service and extreme impact load events that occur through the lifetime of a structure.

IMO MEPC guideline testing

Rock drop tests

• FPSO collision protection using SPS ‘Compact Double Hull’

• Multiple rocks (500kg to 2,100kg) dropped from 3m
in full-scale tests

• 5,000 DWT supply vessel impacting at 5 knots

• Minor indents, no punctures or weld failures

• Proven to have ‘at least’ equivalent protection to
double hull

Heavy drop tests for SPS hatch cover

Dropped drill collar simulation

• DSME test using 4.7 tonnes weight with impactor,

• Simulated accidental impact cases for drill collars
weighing 3 tonnes dropped 9m from drill floor

simulating a dropped container with twist lock
• Steel hatch cover penetrated but no penetration on SPS

• Demonstrated no penetration of SPS protected structure

hatch cover

Steel

SPS
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Offshore

SPS Technology Ltd
Aston Court, Kingsmead Business Park
High Wycombe HP11 1JU
T: +44 1753 890 575

SPS Technology Asia Pte Ltd
1 Raffles Place, #19-61, Tower 2, One Raffles Place
Singapore 048616
E: offshore@spstechnology.com
T: +65 6513 2782
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FPSO Bohai Shi Ji
2021

Project Type
Location
Owner
Classification Society

Tank top and bulkhead reinstatement
QHD32-6 Field, Bohai Bay China China
Offshore Oil Engineering Corporation (CNOOC)
DNV

Summary
A Cold Work installation method was used to reinstate 32m²
of the inner bottom of the cargo oil tank No.1 Starboard
onboard FPSO Bohai Shi Ji. SPS allowed a safe and
unhindered repair to be undertaken, which avoided taking
the adjacent tanks out of service and allowed the FPSO to
remain on-station and in full operation whilst the work was
carried out. Risk of fire-related hazards was eliminated as
the repairs were carried out using an SPS Cold Work
installation method in a restricted zone, adjacent to the live
cargo tanks that could not be emptied for operational
reasons.
All SPS steel components were prefabricated on-shore, of
which forty-two pieces comprised top plates and perimeter
bars. The new bottom plates were pre-drilled and tapped for
vent holes. The prefabrication of components considerably

cut works onboard, project duration and POB (Personnel
On Board). Surface preparation of the repair areas was
essential for the success of the repair by providing the
required surface profile for the elastomer core to bond to
the existing plate, achieved by grit blasting.

Details
The prefabricated and pre-welded thick SPS panels were
installed in multiple locations using angle bars, bolts, nuts
and structural adhesive to secure the new steel
components to the webs of longitudinal stiffeners and
bulkheads, before the injection of the elastomer core.
The entire process was carried out in the Water Ballast
Tank (below the Cargo Oil Tank) without opening or
cleaning adjacent cargo oil tanks.
E: offshore@spstechnology.com
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FPSO Capixaba
2021

Summary
Using the SPS® Cold Work solution to reinstate the deck
of the FPSO Capixaba ensured:
• 100% operational capacity was maintained throughout –
tank below remained operational
• A non-disruptive repair was completed much faster than
a crop and renew repair
• Reinstated deck plate stronger than original
• Fire risk eliminated
• No crude oil tank cleaning was required
• No under deck scaffolding required in confined space

Background
Excessive steel diminution had occurred on the Main Deck
above the port cargo oil tank requiring local steel
reinstatement. The FPSO Capixaba has the capacity to
produce up to 100,000 barrels of crude oil each day, an
important factor when choosing the method of repair.
Unlike SPS, conventional in-situ repairs of this sort are
slow and expensive and limit a vessels operating capacity.

Project type
Location
Owner
Classification Society

Cold Work repair - main deck
On-station, Offshore-Brazil
SBM Offshore NV Group
ABS

Details
The structural steel reinstatement of the Main Deck plating
using SPS was carried out on-station by steelworkers from
SPS partner, ASOM and SPS Technology's injection
engineer. SPS enabled the FPSO Capixaba to maintain 100%
operational capacity throughout the project, which took ten
days to complete.SPS Cold Work installation was used to
deliver this permanent repair, reinstating the existing deck
and creating a new composite section. A combination of
bolts and structural adhesive was used to fit and join the
steel components to form airtight cavities into which the
elastomer core was injected. All steel components were
prefabricated before shipping on-board for installation. This
reduced the cost of the project, eliminated welding
requirements, reduced time offshore for the installation
team, which in turn, simplified project logistics. This design
and process was evaluated and approved by ABS Brazil,
locally.
“The SPS Cold Work solution reduced the amount of in-situ
offshore work and POB requirements, allowing the FPSO to
remain in operation. Fire-related risk was eliminated during
the repair. SPS Cold Work was a great solution, as well as
being Class approved, for steel repairs where both hot work
and POB are a constraint.”
Andrea Galter, Operability Lead Engineer, SBM Offshore
E: offshore@spstechnology.com
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FPSO Side Shell Crack Repair
2020

Project type
Location
Owner
Classification Society
Team

Below the waterline crack repair
Offshore, North Sea
Subject to NDA
DNV
SPSPartner, Marine Offshore
Management

Summary

Details

SPS was applied on the starboard side shell in the diesel oil
storage tank to provide a permanent repair and to restore
integrity of a damaged (cracked) area of the hull structure.
The project was carried out offshore whilst the unit
remained in-service. The use of SPS resulted in:

The composite construction of SPS enables the structural
integrity to be restored by the SPS elastomer core
transferring loading/stress levels from the existing plate to
new SPS top plate therefore ‘bridging the cracks’.

• Faster repair
• Unit remained in-service
• Repair undertaken by small team

The SPS design was approved by DNV-GL, which also
conducted a structural assessment that involved the
following analyses to investigate crack growth and
inspection frequency:
• Hydrodynamic analysis to calculate the dynamic
pressure on the side plate
• Calculation of stress ranges in the plate due to the
dynamic pressure
• Crack growth analysis
• Inspection planning based on probabilistic methods

®

Background
Marine Offshore Management (MOM), a key SPS Technology
partner, was asked to provide a permanent repair and
restore the integrity of a damaged (cracked) area of the hull
structure. Doublers, previously used to provide a temporary
repair of the cracks in the side shell were removed and two
damaged longitudinal stiffeners cropped and renewed.
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The following conclusions were drawn by DNV-GL from the
fracture mechanical study.

“Hydrodynamic analyses have been performed
for calculation of long-term dynamic pressures
on the side plate in the diesel tank. Stress in the
side plate after a SPS repair have been calculated
conservatively assuming that the diesel tank
is full all the time in a loaded condition. It is
noted that the stresses in the side plate will be
significantly reduced after the proposed repair as
compared with the present situation.
Crack growth analyses have been performed with
crack growth from the stop holes until a crack
reaches the bulkhead. A fatigue life of 2116 years
after the SPS repair has been calculated. Crack
growth parameters corresponding to mean plus
two standard deviations have been used in this
calculation. This result means that the integrity
of the side plate structure is acceptable without
any planned in-service inspection of fatigue crack
growth from the stop holes after the SPS repair
has been performed.”

The SPS was applied from the inside with a 12mm top
plate welded to the framing members. Most hot work took
place away from the side shell. The SPS elastomer core
was injected into the resulting cavity to form the
composite sandwich.
SPS used the damaged plating as one side of the steel
composite panel formed by a new top plate and an
elastomer core. The resulting composite fully restored the
strength of the original structure. SPS is approved by all
major classification societies.

SPS Product Specification
Fast

Short repair schedules

Non-disruptive

Minimal labour, no or reduced downtime

Economic
Reduced repair costs, lower operating costs, and increased
revenue

The use of SPS on the FPSO reduced the cost, disruption
and time required for the repair. The FPSO was able to
remain on-station and in production.
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FPSO Sendje Ceiba
2005 - 2017

Project Type
Location
Owner
Classification Society

Structural Reinstatement
On-station, offshore Equatorial Guinea
Bergesen/Amerada Hess
DNV

Summary

Background

SPS Technology has had an on-going relationship with this
offshore asset spanning 15 years. First in 2005 when SPS
was used to reinstate 1m² of the bottom shell in the oil
cargo tank No 5c using a Cold Work installation method,
whilst the unit remained on-station and in full operation in
Equatorial Guinea.

SPS provides the opportunity for operators to undertake
repairs on-station with no impact on production and
day-to-day operation. Parts are prefabricated on-shore in
advance to cut project duration, POB (Personnel on Board),
optimise repair quality and, most importantly, overall
budget. SPS removes the need for cofferdams and dive
boats, scaffolding and all costs associated with crop and
renewal.

The use of SPS has continued:
• March 2011 - SPS reinstatement of bottom shell in way of
suction bell mouth in the WB tanks - 3m²
• March 2012 - SPS reinstatement of bottom shell - 5m²
• August 2012 - SPS reinstatement of bottom shell - 3m²
• August 2014 - SPS reinstatement of the transverse
bulkhead - 3m²
• January 2015 - SPS reinstatement of main deck in way of
accommodation block above engine room - 15m²
• February 2017 - SPS reinstatement of bottom shell I COT
5P - 1m²
• June 2017 - SPS reinstatement of bottom shell in way of
pump room - 22m²

Details
The Cold Work SPS process uses structural adhesive and
bolts for fitting new steel components in place. The bolted
connections transfer the full structural capacity across the
joints. Once the SPS installation is complete, the composite
panel, created through bonding the solid elastomer core to
the top and bottom face plates, has strength in excess of
the original plating. There is no upper limit on the size of an
SPS Cold Work repair - the largest approved by ABS was in
excess of 800m².
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Dropped Object Protection
2016

Project Type

Impact resistant deck

Location

China

Owner

Under NDA

Classification Society Design verified independently by DNV-GL
Team

SPS Partner, ASOM and SPS Technology

SPS Technology developed an impact resistant deck for a
tension leg platform which increased the impact resistance
of the structure and resisted loads without penetration.
The speci ication de ined the energy absorption capability
as 765kJ which is associated with a 3MT basket dropped at
a height of 26m above the deck. Also a 2.7MT and a 2.3MT
driller riser type dropped from a height of 17m above the
deck and impact with energies of 450kJ and 384kJ,
respectively.
It also had to resist the operating service loads from a

An SPS deck was designed to these exacting criteria. The

“SPS Technology demonstrated excellent
professionalism throughout the project. The
project was delivered with perfect safety and
quality values. It is the top performing vendor on
my list,”

deck panels were manufactured at our South Korean

Ms Jagjit Kaur

production facility.

PMP Topsides Engineering Manager, TMJV.

guideline winch skid and a blowout preventer. The deck
could be no higher than 300mm with a maximum weight of
135 tonnes and had to be removable.
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Jack-up Wind Turbine
Installation and Maintenance
Vessel “MPI Resolution”

Project type
Location
Owner
Classification Society

Spudcan reinforcement
Damen Arno, Dunkerque, France
MPI Offshore Ltd
DNV

2014
Jack-up Spudcan – High Performance
Reinforcement
Summary
SPS Spudcan Reinforcement delivers:
• Increased structural protection from highly concentrated
loads caused by contact with large rocks on the sea bed.
• Reduced operational risk and extended ship service
capability.

Background
Effective operation of wind turbine maintenance vessels is
critical to the efficient running of offshore wind farms. An
important aspect of this is the ability of jack-up vessels to
move between locations quickly and safely .
A significant risk to safe and reliable operation is the
presence of large granite boulders deposited on the sea
bed after the last ice age. Boulders more than 1m in
diameter can cause concentrated loads greater than
390t on the base of the spudcan. Without appropriate
reinforcement these concentrated loads can cause major
indentations and serious damage to the internal structure
of the spudcans.
To reduce operational risk it is routine practice to survey
site locations and clear any over-sized boulders before the
vessel “spuds in”. This minimises the risk of damage, but is
an expensive and time consuming process. However by
strengthening the underside of the spudcan to withstand
loads from large boulders, the site clearance becomes
faster, safety is increased and operational costs reduced.

Rapid installation
MV Resolution’s operators MPI had a limited window
of opportunity for carrying out the strengthening.
Conventional crop-and-replace with thicker steel was not
an option. Only SPS could fulfil the strength requirements
and be fitted within the docking schedule of less than four
weeks. After completion of the steelwork by the shipyard,
the SPS injection process took only four days for all six legs.
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Jack-up Wind Turbine
Installation and Maintenance
Vessel “MPI Resolution”
Verification and Testing
The enhanced strength of the SPS reinforcement was
demonstrated by IE using full non-linear Finite Element
Analysis to replicate the maximum loads and their effect
on the structure.
The design calculations were examined and verified by
DNV-GL using their recently published classification note
30.11.
On site the SPS installation was witnessed by the local
DNV-GL survey team, who verified that the installation
process was carried out in accordance with DNV’s
guidelines for SPS construction.

Details
Built in 2003, “MPI Resolution” is 130.5m long, 38m wide,
14310 gross tonnes and a deadweight of 7000 tonnes. Six
legs are used to jack the ship’s hull clear of the water when
on station, providing a stable platform for wind turbine
maintenance and installation.
Each leg has a wide hollow tank at the base called a
“spudcan”. These provide an increased bearing area on
the sea bed to spread the load and prevent the legs from
penetrating the soil when located on site.
The base of each spudcan is generally constructed using
40mm steel plate. However, even with this heavy design,
the risk of damage from boulders was considered to be
unacceptably high.
The SPS solution uses a new high-strength steel top plate
40mm thick, combined with a polyurethane core of 40mm.
This results in an extremely strong composite sandwich
panel structure with a total thickness of 120mm, capable
of resisting concentrated loads from boulders up to 1m in
diameter.

SPS is a structural composite material comprising two metal plates bonded with a polyurethane core to form a light,
stiff sandwich material with excellent strength and energy absorption characteristics.
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Glen Lyon FPSO
2013

Project Type
Location
Owner
Classification Society

Summary
SPS linings for EOR tanks provide:
• Safe, clean, stainless steel containment system
with low risk of contamination
• Thermal insulation from adjacent tanks to maintain
a stable storage temperature
• Minimal impact on tank capacity due to compact
thickness of SPS structure
• Efficient low-weight solution using integrated
structural design
• Economic and non-disruptive installation in carbon
steel tanks
• Zero through-life maintenance

Enhanced oil recovery tanks thermal insulation
Ulsan, South Korea
BP
Lloyd's Register

Alternative solutions such as conventional steel cofferdams
involve constructing void spaces adjacent to the fuel oil
tanks. But these are not structurally efficient and may
create additional maintenance costs and operational risks
from possible build-up of explosive gases.
SPS meets all of the design requirements, minimises
operational risks and should require no maintenance
during the life time of the vessel.

Background
SPS was selected by BP as a high performance lining for the
EOR fluid tanks for the Glen Lyon FPSO. The principal
design requirements were for a stainless steel lining to
protect the specialised EOR fluid from contamination and
thermal insulation from adjacent fuel oil tanks to prevent
excessive heat damaging the sensitive EOR fluid. A compact
design was also required to minimise structural weight and
maximise the storage capacity of the tanks.
E: offshore@spstechnology.com
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The combination of stainless top plate and fully bonded PU
core creates an integrated composite structure for the tank
boundary. The strength of the resulting sandwich plating
allows full structural advantage to be taken of the stainless
steel lining, with minimal impact on weight or tank capacity.
The SPS specification uses 8mm stainless steel top plates,
with a 50mm PU core. All of the fabrication work was
completed inside the tank under the supervision of class
(LR), with minimal disruption to the vessel’s construction
programme.
The fabrication technique employed in this project offers
the ability to construct stainless steel linings inside carbon
steel tanks. The welding procedures adopted to join the two
steel types use standard industry practice and were fully
approved and qualified prior to construction.

General cost savings:
Details
A technically advanced EOR fluid is stored on board the
Glen Lyon for injection into the well to increase oil
recovery. However, the fluid is sensitive to both
contamination and temperature. For this reason the
internal tank surfaces must be stainless steel and the EOR
fluid maintained within a limited temperature range.

The application of SPS using contrasting steel types is
very flexible in its use. The construction technique can be
applied at the new-build stage or as part of a conversion
or upgrade to existing vessels. The methodology is also
suitable for products and chemical tankers, providing cost
savings over the use of pure stainless steel tanks or the use
of explosion bonded stainless steel.

On the Glen Lyon the EOR tanks are adjacent to the fuel oil
tanks which are frequently operated at around 60 degrees
C. Although the EOR fluid is circulated within the tank to
avoid hot spots, an additional layer of insulation is also
necessary to maintain a stable temperature.
The SPS solution selected for this application allows the
use of stainless steel, even though the original structure of
the tank is standard carbon steel. In addition the thermal
conductivity of SPS (R-value 0.2819 m²C°/W), is sufficiently
low that the required level of insulation is adequately
provided by the polyurethane (PU) core.

SPS is a structural composite material comprising two metal plates bonded with a polyurethane core to form a light, stiff
sandwich material with excellent strength and energy absorption characteristics. In using SPS, structures can be tailored to take
advantage of the enhanced impact protection, greater resistance to blast and ballistics, built-in fire protection and improved
performance against fatigue and corrosion compared to traditional steel structures.
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Zafiro Producer
Floating Production Unit (FPU)
2008

Project type
Location
Manager
Classification Society

Deck reinstatement
On station, Gulf of Guinea
Mobil Equatorial Guinea Inc
ABS

Summary
Using SPS to carry out this reinstatement work ensured:
• An on-station repair
• Minimal disruption to FPU operations
• Improved corrosion and impact resistance
• Cold Work repair

Background
The Zafiro Producer was converted to a Floating Production
Unit (FPU) in 2000 having originally been built in 1973 as a
270,000-ton oil tanker. It operates in the Zafiro Field and
produces around 155,000 barrels of oil per day (bopd).

Details
This deck reinstatement project was carried out while the
Zafiro Producer remained in production and on station in
the Zafiro Field, about 42 miles offshore in the Gulf of
Guinea.

The deck repaired with SPS now provides enhanced impact
and corrosion protection, less deformation and reduced
fatigue stresses.

“The SPS team completed this excellent job under
difficult conditions and with minimal impact on
our productivity. I look forward to using SPS
more in the future.”
Dan Gallagher
SPS was applied to the Main Deck using a combination of ABS approved Cold Work and conventional installation methods.
SPS experts and equipment were on hand for the duration of the project to minimise impact on operations and ensure that
the Zafiro Producer maintained operational capacity.
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FPSO Cidade de Angra dos Reis
MV 22
2009

Project type
Location
Owner
Classification Society

Side shell protection
COSCO (Dalian) Shipyard, China
MODEC
ABS

Summary
SPS was installed as side shell impact protection during
the conversion of the FPSO Cidade de Angra dos Reis MV22.
This requirement was specified by Petrobras and resulted in:
• Excellent impact resistance to protect against tank rupture
• Faster upgrade with minimal disruption
• Elimination of void spaces leading to a reduction in
through-life operating costs

Background
As part of the conversion of the VLCC Sunrise IV to the FPSO
Cidade de Angra dos Reis MV22, SPS has been used as side
shell protection on the starboard side, for offloading and supply
vessel berthing operations. The vessel will deploy to the Tupi
Field of the Santos Basin, offshore Brazil by the end of 2010.
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Details
The composite construction of SPS strengthens the existing
structure and improves its load sharing capability to provide
enhanced impact protection. This makes SPS ideally suited
for side shell protection on the FPSO Cidade de Angra dos
Reis MV22 to protect against cargo tank rupture.
SPS is installed directly to the existing side shell plating with
minimal disruption to concurrent works. This contrasts with
the complexities of installing an internal cofferdam or the
construction and fitting of new sponsons.

“SPS provides the ideal side shell protection for
our FPSOs. It is applied quickly, delivers improved
impact resistance and reduces our operational
costs.”
Andy Lau, Conversion/Construction Manager, MOPS

The SPS design is a Class approved and has also been
accepted by the Commonwealth of the Bahamas Flag
authority. The side shell for the FPSO Cidade de Angra dos
Reis MV22 was designed and built to meet with industry
standards for FPSOs in an impact scenario of a 5,000 tonne
vessel colliding at 2 m/s.
Using SPS on the FPSO Cidade de Angra dos Reis MV22
reduced the cost, disruption and time of the conversion by
avoiding the need to fit sponsons. The full cargo carrying
capacity is retained while reducing the operating costs
associated with inspection and system requirements for
void spaces.

SPS Product Specification
Fast
Short repair schedules

Non-disruptive
Minimal labour, no or reduced downtime

Economic
Reduced repair costs, lower operating costs, and increased
revenue

SPS Technology
SPS uses existing corroded or worn plating as one side of a
steel composite panel formed by a new top plate and an
elastomer core. The resulting composite fully restores or
enhances the strength of the original structure. SPS is
approved by all major Classification Societies.
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Transocean Helideck
2005

Project Type
Owner
Location
Classification Society
Team

Helideck strengthening
Transocean Deepwater Drilling Co
Jurong Shipyard, Singapore
ABS
SPS Partner, ASOM and SPS Technology

submersible to allow it to accept heavier helicopters.

“We are delighted with the end result and the
speed with which the strengthening took place.”

The repair, carried out at Jurong Shipyard, Singapore was

Guy Cantwell, Transocean

SPS was used to strengthen a helideck on a semi-

completed in just 10 days – many times faster than
conventional strengthening methods. The use of SPS avoided
intrusive below deck strengthening and so disruption to the
accommodation deck and associated pipes, service runs and
insulation.
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FPSO Independence

2003

Project type
Yard
Owner
Classification Society

Hull reinstatement - Cold Work
In-situ, Ukpokiti Field, Nigeria
ConocoPhillips
American Bureau of Shipping

Excessive pitting corrosion of the bottom shell plating in the
Cargo Oil Tank had resulted in the FPSO Independence
requiring local steel reinstatement. The Independence
processes around 20,000 barrels of crude oil each day, an
important factor when choosing the method of repair. Unlike
SPS, conventional in-situ repairs of this sort are slow and
expensive - involving divers and cofferdams, cleaning, gasfreeing and venting the adjacent cargo tanks - while limiting
the ship’s operating capacity.
The Cold Work SPS repair was carried out on-station. The
repair area was localised and required only one tank to be
closed, enabling FPSO Independence to maintain 100%
operational capacity throughout the project, which took less
than two weeks to complete.
"Independence is the first SPS project using our Cold Work
solution. It’s an excellent example of how we provide offshore
vessels with repair solutions that allow them to remain on station
and minimise disruption.”
Martin Brooking, Engineering Design Director
SPS Technology
The Cold Work version of SPS was used to deliver a
permanent repair, reinstating the existing hull and creating a
new composite section. SPS Technology developed a solution
that uses structural adhesives to join the steel components
and form air tight cavities into which the elastomer core is
injected. This design and process was evaluated and
approved by ABS.
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The New Standard for the Repair and
Strengthening of Offshore Assets
Speed - significantly faster than steel replacement
Low risk - avoids removal of attached services
Non-disruptive - vessels can remain in operation
and on- station during repair with engineered cold
work solutions
Strength - high impact resistance, reduces
fatigue stresses and arrests crack
propagation

SPS Technology's Sandwich Plate System (SPS) is a
steel- elastomer-steel composite material that is a
safe, fast, simple, proven and approved method of
repair and strengthening that can be completed
on-station, afloat or in dry dock.
The inherent characteristics of SPS deliver significant
safetyand operating benefits, including high impact
resistance, A60 fire insulation, blast and fragment
protection and vibration damping.

SPS Technology has developed methods for
reinstating steelwork in-situ whilst the vessel
continues to operate, with no hot work solutions
where necessary.

SPS - the existing worn/corroded plate and new top plate are bonded
together with a solid elastomer core forming a fully composite structure

Fully Supported Technical Solutions
SPS Technology will:
• Work with your technical and project management staff to
optimise the benefits of SPS
• Provide a Classification Society approved design
• Complete the injection of the elastomer core to stringent QC
standards
• Work under contract to the owner/operator for the design and
injection only with the associated steelwork provided to SPS
Technology’s specification by the yard. Alternatively, SPST can
provide a turnkey package to include steelwork

Repair and Strengthening
The existing structure is used as one side of the
composite and a new flat face plate is then fixed
over the existing surface, leaving a void precisely
the thickness of the core. The elastomer core is
then injected on-site to form a renewed, fully
composite structure, stronger and longer lasting
than the original.
At SPS Technology we have been supplying
innovative solutions to the maritime and offshore
industries since 1996. We have an established track
record in the repair, strengthening and
construction of ships and offshore assets. To date
more than 300 projects have been completed on a
wide range of structures. SPS is approved by all
major Classification Societies.
E: offshore@spstechnology.com
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FSOs and FPSOs
SPS is a safe, fast repair process that saves considerable time out of service. Some repairs can be undertaken without hot
work, removing the need to de-gas tanks and enabling vessels to remain on-station with no interruption to production.
SPS can be used to provide:
• Bottom and side shell reinstatement above and below waterline
• Side shell impact protection
• Helideck strengthening and upgrade
• Fuel Oil tank protection
• Reinstatement of internal structure
• Laydown area impact protection
• Main deck reinstatement
• Ability to install stainless steel linings for enhanced oil recovery and chemical tanks.

Fixed and Floating Platforms
SPS is suitable for many applications on offshore assets, such as:
• Helideck strengthening to take heavier aircraft demanded by CAP
437 (steel and aluminium platforms)
• Rehabilitation and increased impact resistant pipe rack decks and
drill floors
• Pontoon plating and column base rehabilitation
• Increased puncture resistance of pontoon plating in way of
anchorages
• External joint and tubular member encasement to reinstate
strength and extend fatigue life
• Increased blast, fire and fragment resistance for blast walls
• Mud tank strengthening

New Structures
As new panels SPS is constructed using thin steel face
plates bonded by a solid elastomer core to form a
stiff, lightweight panels. The elastomer core provides
continuous support to the face plates, prevents local
buckling and, in many cases, removes the need for
secondary stiffeners.
SPS leads to structural
simplicity, improved
coating application,
easier inspection,
reduced
maintenance
and enhanced
life-time
performance.

Offshore Supply Vessels
SPS can be used for:
•
•

Deck reinstatement and strengthening
Hull Ice Class upgrade

SPS avoids complex ‘crop and replace’ above congested engine
rooms and tanks and the need to remove under-deck services and
insulation. Reinstated decks have significantly improved impact
resistance with no need for sacrificial timber cladding. Such projects
can be completed in days rather than weeks saving considerable
time out of service.

Blast and Fire-proof Escape Tunnel
SPS has also been used in the construction of a Blast and Fire-proof Escape
Tunnel which delivers:
• Protection from explosions and subsequent fire events
• Safe refuge and protected means of escape
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Glen Lyon FPSO
2020

Project Type
Location
Owner
Classification Society

Initial Blast Event Escape Tunnel
Offshore, North Sea
BP
Lloyd's Register

Glen Lyon FPSO. The design specification required that the
escape tunnel should withstand an explosion over-pressure
of 2 bar and a subsequent jet or hydrocarbon fire. The
tunnel is required to provide both a safe refuge and a
protected means of escape in the event of an emergency. It
also has positive internal air pressure to prevent the ingress
of smoke and dangerous gases, with airlocks spaced at
intervals along the length to allow safe and easy access.

Details
The tunnel is divided into four sections, each of which is
suspended from one of the four topside modules. Between
each section is an airlock giving access to the processing
modules and main deck area. The combined length of the
SPS escape tunnel and airlocks is approximately 152m,
extending from the aft accommodation area to the forward
end of the process deck.

Summary

To meet the specification of this demanding project a unique
“double protection” system using two concentric SPS tunnels
separated by an air gap was designed. The specification of
the SPS panels is 4.5-25-4.5, meaning
two 4.5mm face plates separated by an elastomer core
of 25mm. In the areas of high risk from jet fire, the outer skin
of the SPS panels is fabricated from stainless steel, giving
additional protection due to the higher melting point
compared to carbon steel.

The SPS Escape Tunnel delivers:
• Protection from explosions and subsequent fire events
• Safe refuge and protected means of escape
• Confirmed performance verified by full-scale tests for
fire and blast resistance

Background
The offshore working environment has many hazards and
the risk of life-threatening events involving explosions and
fire is ever present. The concept of an escape tunnel
extending over the length of the vessel was originated by
BP to meet their stringent safety requirements for the
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Verification and testing
Every aspect of the SPS escape tunnel design was
subjected to extensive verification. All of the technical work
was subjected to independent assessment by Lloyds
Register. To verify the blast resistance, full scale tests were
conducted at a specialist facility operated by GL-Noble
Denton.
Tests for hydrocarbon and jet fires are among the most
onerous used in the industry. To demonstrate compliance
IE built a number of full-scale samples which were
subjected to the specified tests at GL-Noble Denton and at
the UK Building Research Establishment, witnessed by
Lloyds Register.

Features
The outer tunnel of the double protection system consists
of SPS panels forming a primary barrier to resist the
initial blast event. The air gap allows the outer tunnel to
absorb the blast energy and the SPS inner tunnel provides
additional blast and fire protection.
The section profile of the escape tunnel is a rectangular
shaped tube, with rounded corners to reduce the drag
loads imposed by high velocity gases passing over the
structure during a blast event.

In addition to blast and fire performance, a programme of
extensive engineering design and analysis was conducted
to demonstrate compliance with the specified strength
requirements. This included blast loads, live loads, stresses
induced by hull bending, green water impact, wind
loads and vessel motions. The analytical verification was
completed for the specified survivability requirements and
included pre- and post-emergency event scenarios.

The composite SPS panels have no secondary stiffeners,
thus avoiding stress concentrations that could potentially
lead to structural failure in high energy blast events.
Conventional steel structures require a separate insulation
layer such as rockwool blanket to meet the required fire
protection standards. But this can become damaged or
dislodged in the initial blast, compromising resistance to
a subsequent fire event. However SPS panels have builtin fire protection which cannot be dislodged; so the fire
protection remains fully effective after the initial explosion.

SPS is a structural composite material comprising two metal plates bonded with a core to form a light, stiff sandwich material
with excellent strength and energy absorption characteristics. In using SPS, structures can be tailored to take advantage of the
enhanced impact protection, greater resistance to blast and ballistics, built-in fire protection and improved performance
against fatigue and corrosion compared to traditional steel structures.
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Project Dennison
2019

Project type
Location
Team

SPS Impact Resistant Deck
UK
Subject to NDA

SPS Technology was asked to design an impactresistant deck to protect an existing floor from
damage due to falling objects. The protection
deck is intended to resist penetration and to
absorb and distribute the impact load of a 1.6
tonne object dropped from a height of 50m at an
impact velocity of 31.3 m/s with 810 kJ of kinetic
energy.
Three design variations were developed and
presented for consideration through a process
of 3D modelling, finite element analysis and
physical testing.
All versions of the SPS protection deck consisted
of an SPS panel to resist penetration of the
impact object; collapsible elements to convert
kinetic energy to plastic strain energy; and a
base to distribute the remaining force to the
floor. The three arrangements were assessed
and optimised - a two-layer system using wide
flange shapes, a three-layer system using
channels and wide flange shapes and a uniform
honeycomb system.
Of the proposed options, the honeycomb
protection deck system, was the most effective
in reducing the load on the floor and therefore
became the preferred alternative.
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Clean Rooms
2013, 2018-19 (4 projects)

Project Type
Location
Team

SPS Floor Panels
North America and Ireland
Subject to NDA

Used as an alternative to reinforced and cast-in-place concrete, heavy steel or stiffened aluminium panels, which are
prone to deformation, SPS structural composite panels offer a superior high-performance, lightweight floor system
with inbuilt impact resistance, noise and vibration damping and thermal insulation. They are capable of withstanding
a 7-tonne point load on a 50cm² panel, in other words, they become immediate load-carrying platforms for
forklifts to drive on but are still light enough for one person to lift.
SPS Technology is building a strong global track record of using SPS structural composite panels to solve the unique
challenges of clean rooms, including installations in leading semiconductor manufacturers’ facilities. SPS ‘pop-out’
panels are fully removable offering access to below floor spaces. The panels were designed and installed as cover
plates for access ports located on an extremely low vibration waffle floor system. SPS floor panels offer a lightweight
alternative to conventional solutions. Our largest panel weighs approximately 13kg/28lbs, against nearly 43kgs/95lbs
for a traditional material and are simple to install or remove as required using, for example, standard suction cups with
handles.
These unique panels are maintenance-free and fully recyclable. SPS ‘pop-out’ panels can be manufactured to any
required size or geometry, with load carrying capacities designed to meet your requirements.
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Cape Canaveral Crew Access Tower
2015

Project type
Location
Team

SPS Structural Floor Panels
Florida, US
United Launch Alliance

United Launch Alliance (ULA), America’s
Ride to Space, chose SPS for the structural
flooring panels on the top three levels of a
Crew Access Tower at Space Launch
Complex 41 at Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station. The SPS product offers an ultra slim
deck at 1 ¼” (3.18cm) thick that is
structurally composite with the steel
framing of the tower; the panels also offer
sound damping and assist in vibration
reduction.
SPS is a lightweight alternative to other
typical structural decking options weighing
just 20 psf, with an expected 75 year service
life.
The SPS panels offer a level of durability
and protection not achievable with
traditional materials and have been tested
against cellulosic, hydrocarbon and jet fires.
They have an A60, H120 and J60 fire rating
and offer protection against extreme oil and
gas fires. SPS absorbs blast energy and
preserves structural integrity.
ULA brings together two of the launch industry’s most experienced and successful teams, Atlas and Delta,
to provide reliable, cost-effective space launch services for the US Government.

“As these projects don’t come around very often, it is gratifying that SPS was selected. This
structural material has been tested for thousands of hours and we know that it will
provide the acoustic and vibration damping and strength required by the structure.”
David Glover
CEO, SPS Technology
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Modular Police Holding Cells
2011 - 2019 (6 sites)

Project type
Location
Team

Prefabricated Modular Units
London, UK
Wates Construction

SPS Technology has a proven track record in the design,
manufacture and installation of modular holding cells. A total
of 6 sites have successfully been upgraded for the
Metropolitan Police, London.
The use of SPS brings many benefits including better ballistics
and ballast protection, improved detainee and correctional
staff safety, more cells in a smaller footprint (SPS is only 28mm
thick whereas typical construction is 200mm), scalable facilities
(additional wings can be added when required) and good
acoustic performance (airbourne sound insulation 35db for
bare SPS).
The holding cells can be supplied either as a flat pack with on-site bolted assembly or pre-assembled
off-site with welded connections with panels for corridors and ceilings delivered flat packed, ready for
installation. All cells are independent units with no shared walls and can be installed after the building is
enclosed (roof already in place).
Each cell, typically 2.4m (W), 3.5m (L) and 3.2m (H), is manufactured with service runs and windows and
arrives on site with connections, penetrations and coatings incorporated at the manufacturing plant,
which leads to a dramatic reduction in deliveries and construction time, which in turn improves site
safety. The cells, lifted directly from the truck, require smaller cranes and two four-person crews with a
foreman. Up to 10 units can be installed per day.
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Pressure Test Enclosure
2010

Project type
Location
Team

Prefabricated modular unit
Bradford, UK
Hoerbiger UK Ltd

The SPS pressure test enclosure delivered a safer environment to pressure test compressor components,
providing enhanced protection against projectiles and shrapnel. The energy absorbing characteristics of
the light, slim SPS panels made it ideal for this application. The 3.6m x 3.6m x 3.15m enclosure was
designed and constructed in accordance with HSE Pressure Test Safety Guidelines (Report 168/1998). It
can withstand a nitrogen blast pressure of 0.1 MPa and prevent the passage of projectiles and shrapnel in
a blast event. This equates to a maximum test pressure of 400 bar at the internal volumes being tested.
The composite structure of SPS provides triple-barrier protection and a safer working environment than
conventional all-steel enclosures. Ballistic tests have demonstrated that SPS is more effective at absorbing
energy from projectiles. It also reduces the risk of fragmentation (scab) from the outside surface of the
SPS panel, which is a common cause of injury to personnel and damage to property. The enclosure was
pre-fabricated at our SPS production facility and transported to Bradford for on-site assembly. The bolted
design incorporated an inward opening door that is secured against the metal frame when closed.

“Hoerbiger’s aim is to offer the best possible quality and solution to our customers. The ability to
test components to their full working pressure in a safe manner allows us to meet this objective.
Using SPS panels gives our test engineers additional protection that steel alone would not
provide.”
Matt Jackson
Manager, UK Engineering & Technical Services Hoerbiger UK Ltd
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SPS Citadel Access Protection
Enhanced protection against hostile attacks

Location
Design
Installation

Accesses leading to safe area or “Citadel”
SPS protection panels
By ship’s crew/steel contractors

Summary
SPS Citadel Access Protection provides:
• A new final barrier to delay and deter hostile attacks
• Protection within 90 seconds
• Enhanced protection from impact loads, blasts and
projectiles
• Ballistic and blast compliant designs available

Background
Citadel protection is a proven concept that has a successful
track record for protecting ships and crew from piracy.
The internationally recognised Best Management Practice
to Deter Piracy in the Gulf of Aden and off the coast of
Somalia recommends that due consideration should be
given to establishing a secure citadel that “is designed and
constructed to resist a determined pirate trying to gain
entry for a fixed period of time”. SPS is an ideal product for
citadel hardening.

Details
SPS Citadel Access Protection delays and deters entry to the
safe refuge. The SPS protection panels create a formidable
final barrier that is specifically designed to prevent
unauthorised access. The SPS panels are typically located
125mm inside the existing doorway and can be installed on
new construction vessels or retrofitted on existing vessels.

View from inside Citadel

The SPS system comprises
a solid steel frame, SPS
panels and clamps. The
solid steel frame is
straight forward to install
and is constructed from
standard steel profiles.
The frame is fully welded
around the existing
doorway and the SPS
panels are then secured
against the frame using
specially designed clamps.
The SPS barrier can either
be constructed from a
single hinged SPS door or
interlocking SPS panels
that are manhandled into
position.

View from outside Citadel

Once installed, the SPS barrier creates a detail free surface
that can be rapidly deployed within 90 seconds. The
panels slot into position and are secured by tightening
tommy screws in the clamps. When closed, the SPS panels
create an extremely strong barrier that can withstand
far higher impact loads than equivalent steel structures
with superb protection against ballistics and shrapnel
damage. Panels can be designed to survive/protect
against any defined ballistics or fragmentation threat.
Local removal/relocation of insulation and services may be required to fit
the frame
1
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SPS for Citadel Protection
Crew safety is the upmost importance to all seafarers,
operators and owners, never more so than when under
attack by pirates. Installing SPS Citadel Access Protection at
entrances to the designated citadel will better protect the
crew. SPS will delay the advance of pirates while the crew
retains command and control of the vessel and waits for
outside assistance.

in the US, UK and Japan demonstrated that SPS structures
outperform steel structures. Ballistic tests by QinetiQ (UK)
indicate that the risk of penetration from projectiles is
reduced by 75% and that these projectiles are stopped at
higher angles of attack. The test series also demonstrated
that SPS panels reduce the risk of fragmentation (scab)
from the outside surface of the panel, which is a common
cause of injury to personnel and damage to property.

The composite structure of SPS creates an extremely strong
barrier that is highly resistant to impact loads typically
inflicted by mechanical tools. The installed doorway was
tested by repeatedly hammering/stabbing the panels with
5kg sledge hammers, picks and pikes (see pictures below).
The panels proved extremely resilient, resisted indentation,
remained flat and secure after multiple attacks.

SPS is a structural composite material made up of two
metal plates bonded with a elastomer core. SPS delivers
high strength, superb impact resistance and enhanced
stiffness making it a more robust alternative to
conventional stiffened steel structures.

The composite structure of SPS provides triple-barrier
protection that is far superior to standard steel water-tight
doors. Ballistic tests conducted at leading military facilities

SPS is now used in a wide variety of products including
structural flooring, stadia and arena terraces, blast
enclosures, ships, offshore structures and bridges.

Test Equipment
Hammers, picks and pikes

Sandwich Plate System - SPS

SPS Panel Test
SPS panel repeatedly attacked

QinetiQ Ballistics Test
Protection from bullets and fragments
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